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Introduction 

Who this guide is for? 

This guide is for Chairpeople (aka ‘organisers’) AND committee members who are helping to set up 

a new, or run an existing, SarcoidosisUK Support Group.  

Why have SarcoidosisUK written this guide? 

Successfully starting, running and maintaining a SarcoidosisUK Support Group is a challenging but 

highly rewarding task. You’ll have the opportunity to impact people’s lives in a positive and 

important way! 

To help your support group become as good as possible, we’ve distilled the knowledge from our 

successful support groups, as well as knowledge from experts and other organisations’ support 

groups, to provide you with a template for success! It is intended that you build on this template 

and make it your own. Apart from a few basic points, each support group is quite different. If 

something works - great! - let SarcoidosisUK and the other Chairpeople know (see ‘Maintaining 

Contact with SarcoidosisUK’, Page 14).  

As well as giving you the starting points for a successful group and some good ideas for how to run 

the meetings, this guide also sets out clear roles and responsibilities for SarcoidosisUK and 

Chairpeople / committees. These are detailed in the Management Checklist (p11). 

How to use this guide? 

Please read the whole guide carefully when you are planning to set up a new group. You can then 

refer back to it as your group grows and evolves. 

Green highlighting like this means that this is an essential point that must be followed!  

You will see references to ‘Additional Materials’. These are resources that will help you run your 

group. They can be downloaded from the Support Groups page on the SarcoidosisUK website, link 

below. 

Download Additional Materials: www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-groups/support-groups-

resources/  

http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-groups/support-groups-resources/
http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-groups/support-groups-resources/
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About SarcoidosisUK 

SarcoidosisUK is the UK’s Sarcoidosis charity. We’re focused on four goals: awareness, 

information, support and research. You can find much more information about these goals and 

the charity in general on our website: www.sarcoidosisuk.org. As a support group organiser you 

are representing SarcoidosisUK - is important that you have at least a basic understanding of 

sarcoidosis and SarcoidosisUK. If you have questions about either of these things then please do 

get in touch.  

About SarcoidosisUK Support Groups 

SarcoidosisUK have been running support groups for over 10 years. We know what an important 

source of support these groups can be for anyone affected by sarcoidosis. As a result, in the last 

few years we have put time and resources into expanding the SarcoidosisUK Support Groups 

network across the UK.  

We want as many people as possible to be able to access a support group. However SarcoidosisUK 

is a very small charity; the groups only work with time and energy volunteered by amazing people 

like you! 

 

More information on SarcoidosisUK Support Groups: www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-

groups/  

  

Goals of the SarcoidosisUK Support Group Network: 

• Members share experience and knowledge; attendees are experts by experience 

and talk in a language everyone understands. 

• Members help to support each other, practically and emotionally. 

• Groups can connect with clinical teams and other health and social care services 

in the area. 

• Groups can use their voice to review and improve local services and put pressure 

on for change. 

• Groups can promote SarcoidosisUK and our work, including helping fundraise for 

the charity. 

http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/
http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-groups/
http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support/support-groups/
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Planning a New Support Group 

Section summary: How to identify the best place to meet and spread the word about your group to 

anyone who might be interested in attending. 

It will be impossible to find a time and location to suit everyone’s individual needs so don’t 

make this a democratic decision! Start by choosing a time and location you are happy with. You 

can then change this later if absolutely necessary. 

Step 1: Finding a Meeting Place 

It is important that the meeting venue meets the following criteria: 

• Is a private room. A space that is quiet where people cannot be easily overhead. 

• Has disabled access and disabled toilet facilities. 

• Has parking and disabled parking nearby. 

• Is accessible by public transport. 

• Is within a reasonable budget (less than £50 per meeting) or, even better, free of charge. 

SarcoidosisUK can pay for room charges but this fund is limited! Ask if you are not sure. 

• If possible, the venue can be pre-booked / scheduled months in advance to allow for 

continuity and minimal admin (this is ideal but not always possible). 

• Is non-smoking. 

• Has a reception/security personnel in case of emergency. 

The meeting venue is an important factor in a successful group. Members need to feel both 

physically and socially comfortable. Physically this means comfortable, sufficient and appropriate 

seating, appropriate temperature and lighting and ideally some windows. Socially this means 

private with no chance of interruptions and in a location which would be normal for any member 

to approach. 

Possible meeting venues: 

• Your local hospital, particularly if there is a sarcoidosis consultant / clinic there. 

• Rooms are available to be privately booked within libraries, hotels, churches and 

other religious buildings, schools, community centres, arts venues, pubs, 

restaurants, fire-stations and purpose-built meeting spaces... Consider looking at 

other local support group to see where they meet to get ideas for possible venues. 

Ask SarcoidosisUK for help if you need! 
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• Also consider private residences, for example the Chairperson’s or members’ houses on 

rotation. This may be especially beneficial for smaller groups. Location guidelines as 

above would still apply. 

Public transport 

The chosen location should be accessible by public transport. This requires particular 

consideration if meeting in a rural area or late in the evening. SarcoidosisUK has a limited budget 

to reimburse members for travel / taxis if absolutely necessary. Please discuss this with 

SarcoidosisUK on a case-by case basis. 

Asking permission and booking 

The chosen room should be formally booked by the appropriate method (depending on the 

booking system at that venue). Once a group is established and the room has been deemed 

appropriate by the members / committee, booking in advance will minimise your workload. 

Step 2: Deciding your meeting time of day, regularity and duration. 

Time 

Weekday evenings between 6pm and 9pm OR weekend mornings / lunchtimes are suggested as 

the best times to meet. Adhering to the arranged time is important. Starting and finishing 

promptly embeds a reliable routine for members and allows members to plan in advance. 

Regularity  /schedule 

This will depend on what works best for you and the members. SarcoidosisUK recommend that 

meetings occur monthly, 6 weekly or bi-monthly (e.g. first Monday of every other month). 

Sometimes it is difficult to maintain the energy of the group when meeting bi-monthly. On the 

other hand, one per month can become onerous. 6 weekly is the most popular (but least 

memorable!) schedule.  

Duration 

Again, this is flexible to suit your needs. However it is suggested that meetings should last 

between 1.5 and 2.5 hours. It is important to have a refreshment break at some point during the 

meeting. 
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Step 3: Finding and contacting new members 

This is perhaps the hardest task in setting up a support group. Successful groups require a certain 

energy from the members. Ideas for attracting members to the group: 

• Clinical affiliation. Once your group is set up, SarcoidosisUK will help you make 

contact with the local sarcoidosis or ILD (interstitial lung disease) clinic, consultant 

or specialist nurse. We will hope to start a clinical affiliation whereby sarcoidosis 

patients can be referred from the clinic to the support group and vice versa. If you 

already have a clinical local clinical contact please let SarcoidosisUK know. 

• Eventbrite. SarcoidosisUK uses Eventbrite as an online tool for advertising and 

organising support groups. When a group becomes active, we will set up an 

Eventbrite page specific to your group. This can be used to provide meeting details, 

reserve tickets, limit attendees, identify numbers for the next meeting and 

communicate with members. It will be either the Chairperson or a committee 

members responsibility to manage their Eventbrite page (see ‘Eventbrite’, Page 12).  

• Facebook is a great tool for contacting and organising people. Simply post the 

details of your upcoming meetings on the SarcoidosisUK Facebook group(s), 

including the Eventbrite link. 

• Notice boards. Ask your hospital if you can advertise in their waiting rooms and 

parish / town council to advertise on community notice boards. (see Additional 

Materials: Advert Template).  

• Word of mouth. Make sure you talk to lots of people about the group and spread 

by word of mouth! 

• SarcoidosisUK will direct new members to the closest group to them. We will give 

group details to anyone interested, usually by directing them to the Eventbrite 

page. We will signpost any callers to our nurse helpline to your group if they live 

locally. We will publish your group on our website and put the dates in our monthly 

newsletter.  
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The First Support Group Meeting  

Section summary: How to set up a committee, assign committee member roles, identify group 

goals and run your first support group.  

The committee is a crucial part of a successful and effective support group. Running the group will 

take time and effort and this should not be left to one person, especially if they are living with 

sarcoidosis. Dividing the administrative and organisational workload between at least 2 and up 

to 5 members (including the Chairperson) is essential. The committee should be set up and 

members aware of their roles and responsibilities by the end of the first meeting. 

Setting up a committee  

• The Chairperson should describe the purpose of the committee and its role to the 

group. 

• The group should identify potential committee members through encouraging 

candidates to come forward. You may need to hold a vote if necessary (if there are 

more candidates than vacant committee positions). 

There are a number of responsibilities to be shared between the committee. In smaller 

committees with fewer than 4 members, these responsibilities should be shared around however 

you see best. 

1. Chairperson (overall management, facilitating meetings, jollying along committee and 

other members) 

2. Secretary (logging attendance, minutes and room booking) 

3. Communications (keeping in touch with SarcoidosisUK, current and new members and 

clinical teams)  

4. Refreshments (buying and providing refreshments for the meetings) 

Identify group goals 

It is important to understand why the group is meeting and what the members would like to 

achieve from attending the support group. There are likely to be many different reasons why 

people have attended - this is absolutely great! There is also likely to be some overlap, for instance 

members commonly want information on sarcoidosis, to hear other people’s experiences or 

simply to have some contact with other people affected by the disease. Getting these ideas out in 

the open lays the foundations for a successful group because it ensures that the group is effective 
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in providing for the needs of the members. You can use the Additional Materials: New Member 

Sign Up sheet to help with this. 

Chair the first meeting 

Use the Additional Materials: First Meeting Agenda to guide the first meeting when you are ready 

with a suitable number of members. This is recommended to be between 4 and 25 members but 

will vary widely depending on a range of factors. The average number of members for a 

SarcoidosisUK Support Group in 2018 was 7, the largest group was more than 30 and the smallest 

group was 2. 

You can find more advice on how to actually run a meeting in ‘Planning and Chairing Meetings’ (pg 

13).   
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Ongoing Meetings – Advice on Administration and Management 

Section summary: How to run the meetings on an ongoing basis - everything you need to know 

from booking the room to expenses claims. There is quite a lot of information here but it is 

summarised in the ‘Management Checklist’ (pg 11) for quick reference. 

Management Checklist 

Please use the management checklist on the next page to help you manage your support group. 

The checklist it is also available to download as a separate, editable document as an Additional 

Material.  

Management Checklist notes: 

• The activities have been presented in a roughly chronological order.  

• There is more information and advice on each of the activities in the guide below 

the checklist (pages 12 - 16). 

• ‘Chairperson’ means the elected individual who is acting as Chairperson. 

• ‘Chairperson or Committee’ means any individual who helps to run the group. It 

recommended that each activity is assigned the responsibility of one individual. It is 

likely that individuals will have multiple responsibilities; this will depend on the size 

of the committee. 

• ‘SarcoidosisUK’ means the charity, usually Jack Richardson.   
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Activity Who is responsible? 
When should this 

activity be completed? 

Booking venue and scheduling 
future meeting dates 

Chairperson or Committee 
member 

At least one month 
before meeting date 

Ensuring Eventbrite page is up 
to date and ‘live’ 
 

Chairperson or Committee 
member 

ASAP after room booking 

Promoting meeting Chairperson or Committee 
member 

Ongoing for the 4 weeks 
before each meeting 

Providing refreshments Chairperson or Committee 
member 

Any time before meeting 

Planning meeting discussion Chairperson Any time before meeting 

Chairing meeting Chairperson At meeting 

Recording meeting details Chairperson or Committee 
member 

Within one week after 
meeting 

Questions/minutes/feedback 
to SarcoidosisUK 

Chairperson Within one week after 
meeting 

Questions/minutes/feedback 
to members 

Chairperson Within one week after 
meeting 

Expenses claims Chairperson or Committee 
member 

Ongoing 

 

Setting up Eventbrite page SarcoidosisUK Before 1st meeting  

Helping set up clinical 
affiliation with local clinic 

SarcoidosisUK and Chairperson ASAP after first meeting 

Ensuring group has all 
necessary materials and 
resources  

SarcoidosisUK Ongoing 

Paying for venue hire and 
other expenses 

SarcoidosisUK Ongoing 

Organising and communicating 
with speakers/visitors 

SarcoidosisUK, Chairperson or 
Committee member 

Ongoing 
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Booking Room 

This task will vary widely depending on your chosen venue and the booking system the venue 

uses. For instance some venues will allow multiple dates to be booked in advance, some will allow 

only one date. Some require booking forms, others just an email or phone call. Please find out 

what system works best for the venue and stick to it.   

Eventbrite Page 

When your group is set up, SarcoidosisUK will create an Eventbrite page to help promote and 

manage the meetings. This Eventbrite page will then need to be updated with each new meeting 

booking. Usually this is simply just changing the date and clicking save – it takes 2 minutes. 

SarcoidosisUK will give a quick tutorial to the nominated individual who will be responsible for 

Eventbrite as to how this process works. You can see examples of what an Eventbrite page looks 

like by going to the support groups page on the SarcoidosisUK website and clicking for more info 

on a current group. 

Promoting meeting 

Once the Eventbrite page is up to date, the URL (link to the website page) can be then shared, via 

email, on social media and on all relevant SarcoidosisUK communications. The minimum required is 

to share the link in a post on the SarcoidosisUK Facebook page twice, in the few weeks leading up to 

the meeting. For inspiration about how to write these posts, please ask the other members on the 

‘SarcoidosisUK Support Groups – Chairperson Forum’ Facebook Group. 

Posters can be used in local clinics, surgeries and other public places. Please download the 

Additional Materials: Meeting Advert. 

Providing refreshments 

Please provide refreshments for your meetings! There are a number of reasons why this is 

important: 

• Members may be tired and need sustenance to keep going through the meeting. 

• Refreshments are a small incentive to come to the meetings, they create a more relaxed 

atmosphere. 

• A coffee break is a great way to break up a meeting, especially if it is emotionally heavy. 
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Each venue will have a different policy on refreshments and facilities available. Please work out 

the best option for your group. Please provide at least one hot drink option, one cold drink option, 

water and biscuits. 

Planning and Chairing meetings 

It is important to plan for each meeting. This could be anything from a short list of discussion 

points to a full agenda. Planning brings stability and structure to the meetings. 

 

At each meeting it is the Chairperson’s responsibility to: 

• Welcome the group 

• Introduce new members 

• Lead discussion points/agenda. This could include: 

o redirecting conversation if it is unreasonably off topic, 

o sparking new topic if conservation dries up, 

o noticing if a member is consistently and negatively venting personal issues 

(particularly those unrelated to sarcoidosis) and gently redirect conversation. 

• Keep time 

• Act as the first point of contact for administrative or practical questions from members 

• Keep order if necessary  

It is important to set the tone of the group where each individual is heard and treated with 

respect. It is the Chairperson’s responsibility to make sure everyone has the opportunity to 

participate equally and actively listen (see: www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/ActiveListening.htm) 

to what members say and accept their feelings, even if they are different to your own. 

Please refer to the Additional Materials: General Meeting Agenda for advice on the structure of 

meetings. Ideas for discussion during the meetings:  

• General discussion about members’ sarcoidosis and supporting each other 

• Specific topics surrounding sarcoidosis 

• How to attract new members to the group 

• Ideas for speakers at the group, including via the clinical affiliation and guest speakers 

themselves (on occasion) 

• Ideas and plans for SarcoidosisUK fundraising 

• General running and admin of the group meetings 

• Sarcoidosis research and medical advancements 

http://www.mindtools.com/CommSkll/ActiveListening.htm
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• Update on SarcoidosisUK activities and membership 

Recording meeting details 

After every meeting the Chairperson or a committee member should complete the ‘SarcoidosisUK 

Support Groups – Submit Meeting Information’ form on our website. You can find the form here: 

www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support-groups-resources/. This is very important to help us track: 

• Meeting date and location 

• Attendance 

• Success of the meetings 

The Additional Materials: Attendance Sheet may help you record this information during the 

meeting. Please keep any personal information and contact details stored in a secure place. 

Please ensure you send any important points, questions for the charity or emergency information 

to jack@sarcoidosisuk.org as soon as possible after the meeting. 

You are welcome to send a more detailed report/meeting minutes to the same email address. This 

is not obligatory.  

Maintaining contact with SarcoidosisUK 

Organisers and their committees should be confident running their groups reasonably 

autonomously and independently. However good communication is essential between the group 

and SarcoidosisUK. 

This communication is likely to be slightly different for each group. However the following 

communication will take place: 

• The chairperson and SarcoidosisUK should always feel comfortable communicating 

with each other during working hours, either by phone (020 3389 7221) or email 

(jack@sarcoidosisuk.org), to discuss anything relating to their group. 

• The Chairperson or a committee member will always let SarcoidosisUK know 

attendance for each meeting using the website form, see above. 

• The Chairperson and SarcoidosisUK will meet annually to discuss the progress of the 

group and any changes to be made to increase its effectiveness or attendance if 

necessary.  

• All Chairpeople are invited to a conference call together, and with SarcoidosisUK, 

once per quarter to share best practice and ideas.  

http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/support-groups-resources/
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• Chairpeople and committee members can also stay in touch on the ‘SarcoidosisUK 

Support Groups – Chairperson Forum’ Facebook Group which you will be invited to 

join. 

• In the future SarcoidosisUK hope to facilitate a meeting between all Chairperople 

and committee members across the country to share ideas and best practise.  

Maintaining contact with members 

It is important that support group members are kept in the loop with meeting details. The 

absolute minimum information you will need to provide are the details (date/time/venue) of 

the next meeting. There are a number of ways to communicate this information - use the one that 

works for you best, or a combination:  

• Eventbrite page 

• Announcement to the members at the end of a meeting 

• Email group (please bbc unless you have explicit permission from everyone to share 

emails) 

• Facebook sub-group (separate to the main SarcoidosisUK Facebook Group) 

• Pre-recorded voicemail message 

Expenses claims  

SarcoidosisUK has a small budget for our support groups. We are able to pay for most reasonable 

expenses, for instance refreshments, additional materials and speakers. If you are not sure, please 

always ask first! Please use the Additional Materials: Expenses Template to send expenses claims 

back to SarcoidosisUK to be reimbursed.  

Providing resources 

It is worth considering the resources that may be needed to facilitate a successful support group 

meeting. This could include but is not limited to: 

• New Member Sign-up sheets and Attendance Sheets  

• SarcoidosisUK Patient Information leaflets 

• Posters advertising the group 

• Refreshments and snacks  

• Whiteboard/flipboard/pens/sticky notes/name badges etc 

• First aid kit (venue should provide) 
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Paying for room 

SarcoidosisUK will pay for ALL room bookings. Ask invoices to be sent directly to SarcoidosisUK and 

instruct the venue to use the contact information in the header above for invoices. Please let us 

know if there is an outstanding payment or problem with payments. 

Organising and communicating with guest speakers  

SarcoidosisUK and the Chairperson will organise speakers together on an ad-hoc basis. This will 

usually be only happen once the group is reasonably established. Previous speakers have been 

from sarcoidosis consultants and specialist nurses and on other topics such as mental health, 

nutrition, yoga, pulmonary rehab therapy etc. 

Setting up clinical affiliation  

SarcoidoisisUK will make contact with your local sarcoidosis clinic to create a partnership between 

the support group and this clinical team. This affiliation will: 

• Create a stronger local network of support and healthcare services for sarcoidosis patients.  

• Enable the support group to be offered to patients by the clinical team as an additional 

support service.  

• Increase local sarcoidosis patient’s awareness of the support group, increasing attendance.  

• Give the support group the credibility of a clinical association. 

• Create the opportunity for clinical speakers. 

Clinical affiliations are likely to work slightly differently in each support group location. 
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Ongoing Meetings – Advice on Maintaining a Successful Group  

Section summary: Advice on important points to bear in mind which will help you run and 

maintain a successful support group. 

Pattern of meetings  

The structure of meetings should be fluid and capable of changes depending on what works most 

effectively for you and the members. This should develop organically over time. Please let 

SarcoidosisUK and the other Chairpeople what works well – we might like to copy your good ideas! 

Confidentiality 

All members should be made aware that the discussions within the support group are 

confidential to the extent that members may discuss what was said but not who said it. This 

very much extends to online and social media discussions. 

Do not hesitate to remind new and existing members of this confidentiality policy; it is very 

important!  

Fundraising 

• The support group is a fantastic place to stimulate ideas and motivation for 

fundraising. Funds raised and donated to SarcoidosisUK will be used to either 1) 

maintain your support group or 2) maintain the charity and fund research into 

sarcoidosis. 

• There is more information on the SarcoidosisUK website here: 

www.sarcoidosisuk.org/fundraise/. Please get in touch with Marcin Wasak, 

SarcoidosisUK Fundraising Officer, if you would like more guidance on a proposed 

fundraising event.  

Legalities 

• An agreement should be signed by the Chairperson (see Additional Materials). 

• Each member should be made aware that when they provide personal information 

or contact details, these will be shared with SarcoidosisUK and kept securely on our 

records. 

• SarcoidosisUK has is fully covered by insurance (see Additional Materials).  

http://www.sarcoidosisuk.org/fundraise/
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Longevity – Making sure the meetings are sustainable. 

• It is very important to maintain a functional committee. This will reduce the strain on the 

Chairperson, ensure smooth running and create a democratic core who are accountable for 

the group. 

• At least to some extent make sure the meetings are enjoyable! Despite the main theme of 

the meetings centring around sarcoidosis, balancing this with some upbeat conversation 

and activities is very beneficial. Some more relaxed and informal socialising should be the 

final part of each meeting, or during the break. Members should be free to talk about what 

could not be shared during the meeting. This includes friends catching up with one 

another, continuing informal discussion of the chosen topic, and asking for additional 

advice from leaders or other members. 

• Members will be more likely to actively participate if they sense a comfortable and relaxed 

atmosphere and this in turn will encourage learning and satisfaction. Satisfied members 

will return and the group will sustain itself. 

• Other ‘kickstart’ ideas to integrate enjoyment into the group include:  

o Reserving a time during the meeting for sharing ‘good news’ stories (sarcoidosis 

related or otherwise) 

o Celebrating holidays and group anniversaries 

o Annual/Christmas party 

o Evening events/group dinners 

Effectiveness – Making sure the meetings provide the right support  

• Record and revise member’s personal goals using the new member form (see Additional 

Materials).  

• Tailor group meetings to reaching these personal and shared goals. 

• Respond to any member feedback appropriately. This may include asking SarcoidosisUK for 

advice.  

• We will ask you to complete a short annual report to give an update on your activities to 

help us demonstrate our impact, celebrate and better promote the work that you do. 
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Troubleshooting 

Is the Support Group part of SarcoidosisUK? 

Yes. The Chairperson is officially a SarcoidosisUK volunteer and representative and the support 

group is providing a SarcoidosisUK Support Service for which the charity are ultimately 

accountable for. Agreed activities are covered by our insurance. 

Scheduling issues 

As previously mentioned, it is unlikely that there will be a ‘perfect’ time when all members can 

attend. The best you can do is to be flexible and try to find a time when the Chairperson, 

committee and most members are satisfied. Make sure that any members who absolutely cannot 

attend are well informed on the SarcoidosisUK support network (e.g. Nurse Helpline) and any 

other groups in the region.  

Group numbers too high or low 

If group numbers get unmanageable, please contact SarcoidosisUK and we will explore options for 

dividing the group or subdividing into another group. If group numbers are consistently low, 

consider new options for attracting new members. Again, contact SarcoidosisUK and we may be 

able to provide some support. 

Problem individuals 

Some individuals may, intentionally or not, disrupt the smooth running of the group and its 

meetings. Please follow these guidelines: 

• Keep an eye on what is happening and have a private conversation with the individual 

before it gets out of hand.  

• If the problem persists, contact SarcoidosisUK who will contact the individual in question 

with a warning. 

• If the problem persists, contact SarcoidosisUK who will ask the individual to leave the 

group. 
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Deaths/serious changes in health 

You can expect to have to deal with members’ serious medical issues at some point. Be 

understanding and empathic and give the individual the time to talk about their situation, or not, 

as they prefer. Members’ deaths should be respectfully acknowledged – SarcoidosisUK should be 

informed.  

Children 

SarcoidosisUK Support Services are only suitable for adults. However, if a child wants to attend a 

group you should make a decision based on the specific situation with the guidance of 

SarcoidosisUK. Mothers with babies should be made welcome. 

Consistency of attendance 

Encourage members to consistently attend the support as much as possible. This will help to build 

a strong bond within the group and in turn increase attendance. There should be no rules on 

attendance for normal members. However, committee members should be expected to attend all 

meetings, with occasional excused absences at the discretion of the Chairperson. The Chairperson 

should attend all meetings and appoint a temporary vice-chair if they cannot attend. 

Unsure of suitability for group Chairperson 

Running a support group is demanding and time consuming as well as being enjoyable and 

satisfying. It is completely normal to have doubts about your suitability as chairperson. Please 

contact SarcoidosisUK to talk through your situation. If you do choose to definitely step down, a 

new Chairperson will be elected from the remaining members.  

Emergencies 

In the event of an emergency during a support group call 999. In exceptional circumstances, for 

example safeguarding concerns, if you need to contact SarcoidosisUK out of normal office hours 

please call 07972 875658 (Jack Richardson personal mobile). 

Health and safety 

Please follow the relevant Health and Safety instructions displayed in your meeting place. 
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Contacts 

SarcoidosisUK 

Contact: Jack Richardson, Senior Executive, SarcoidosisUK jack@sarcoidosisuk.org.  

General charity email for members: info@sarcoidosisuk.org  

Website: www.sarcoidosisuk.org/   

Facebook: www.facebook.com/groups/sarcoidosisuk/    

SarcoidosisUK Main Eventbrite Page: https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/o/sarcoidosisuk-14908719588  

Phone: 020 3389 7221 or 0800 014 8821 (Freephone)   

Postal address:  SarcoidosisUK, 49 Greek Street, London, W1D 4EG 

 

Meeting Venue 

Contact name: 

Website:  

Phone:  

Address: 

 

 

Directions: 
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